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A. IPS Event Analysis DataServer 
B. IPS Event Analysis Client 
C. IPS Event Correlation Unit  
D. IPS Event Analysis Server 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 301 

How does ClusterXL Unicast mode handle new traffic?
 

A. The pivot machine receives all the packets and runs an algorithm to determine which member 
should process the packets. 
B. All cluster members process all packets and members synchronize with each other. The pivot 
is responsible for the master sync catalog. 
C. The pivot machine receives and inspects all new packets then synchronizes the connections 
with other members. 
D. All members receive all packets. The Security Management Server decides which member 
will process the packets. Other members delete the packets from memory. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 302 
In the following command, LSMcli [-d] <server> <user> <pswd> <action> "server" should be 
replaced with: 

A. Hostname DAIP device 
B. Hostname of ROBO gateway 
C. GUIclient 
D. IP address of the Security Management server 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 303 
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You have three Gateways in a mesh community. Each gateway's VPN Domain is their internal 
network as defined on the Topology tab setting "All IP Addresses behind Gateway based on 
Topology information." You want to test the route-based VPN, so you created VTIs among the 
Gateways and created static route entries for the VTIs. However, when you test the VPN, you 
find out the VPN still go through the regular domain IPsec tunnels instead of the routed VTI 
tunnels. 

A. Route-based VTI takes precedence over the Domain VPN. To make the VPN go through VTI, 
use dynamic-routing protocol like OSPF or BGP to route the VTI address to the peer instead of 
static routes. 
B. Route-based VTI takes precedence over the Domain VPN. Troubleshoot the static route 
entries to insure that they are correctly pointing to the VTI gateway IP. 
C. Domain VPN takes precedence over the route-based VTI. To make the VPN go through VTI, 
use an empty group object as each Gateway's VPN Domain. 
D. Domain VPN takes precedence over the route-based VTI. To make the VPN go through VTI, 
remove the Gateways out of the mesh community and replace with a star community. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 304 
Even after configuring central logging on Connectra, Connectra logs are not displaying in 
SmartView Tracker. What could be the cause of this problem? 

A. R70 does not support a host object with the same IP address as a Management Server used as 
secondary log server or management station. 
B. You must install the Security Policy, and try again. 
C. You must install the Management Server database. 
D. You must reestablish logging from Connectra to the Management Server, using a dummy log-
server object. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 305 

How many IPS Events can be shown at one time in the Event preview pane?
 

A. 1,000 
B. 30,000 
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C. 15,000 
D. 5,000 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 306 
What cluster mode is represented in this case? 
1 (local) 172.168.1.1 100% active 
2 172.168.1.2 0% standby 

A. 3rd party cluster 
B. Load Sharing (multicast mode) 
C. Load Sharing Unicast (Pivot) mode 
D. HA (New mode).  

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 307 

For best performance in Event Correlation, you should use: 


A. Nothing slows down Event Correlation 
B. Many objects 
C. Large groups 
D. IP address ranges 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 308 
If SmartWorkflow is configured to work without Sessions or Role Segregation, how does the 
SmartDashboard function? 

A. The SmartDashboard will have no session but SmartView Tracker and audit trail will be 
available. 
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B. The SmartDashboard functions as if SmartWorkflow is not enabled but an automatic session 
exists in the background and full SmartView tracker and audit trail functionality will be 
available. 
C. All functions of SmartWorkflow will be available on a per rule basis. 
D. The SmartDashboard will function without SmartWorkflow, with no session and no audit trail 
functionality. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 309 

Which Check Point QoS feature marks the ToS byte in the IP header? 


A. Weighted Fair Queuing  
B. Low Latency Queuing 
C. Guarantees 
D. Differentiated Services 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 310 
When configuring a Web Application for SSL VPN remote access, you have given the following 
definition for the application along with its protection level. 

A. www.dmz.example.com 
B. dmz .example.com/extranet  
C. www.example.com/intranet  
D. hr.dmz.example.com/intranet 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 311 
You need to verify the effectiveness of your IPS configuration for your Web server farm. You 
have a colleague run penetration tests to confirm that the Web servers are secure against traffic 
hijacks. Of the following, which would be the best configuration to protect from a traffic hijack 
attempt? 
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A. Create resource objects for the Web farm servers and configure rules for the Web farm. 
B. Enable the Web intelligence > SQL injection setting.  
C. Configure TCP defenses such as Small PMTU size.  
D. Activate the Cross-Site Scripting property. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 312 

URL Filtering Policy can make exceptions for specific sites by being enforced... 


A. for all traffic, except blocked sites 
B. for all traffic, There are no exceptions 
C. for all traffic, except on specific sources and destinations, 
D. only for specific sources and destinations. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 313 
A security audit has determined that your unpatched web application server is revealing the fact 
that it accesses a SQL server. You believe that you have enabled the proper SmartDefense setting 
but would like to verily this fact using SmartView Tracker. Which of the following entries 
confirms the proper blocking of this leaked information to an attacker? 

A. "Fingerprint Scrambling: Changed [SQL] to [Perl]" 
B. "HTTP response spoofing: remove signature [SQL Server]" 
C. "Concealed HTTP response [SQL Server]. (Error Code WSE0160003)" 
D. "ASCII Only Response Header detected: SQL" 

Answer: C 
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